President, faculty, and other administrators, he said, "I encourage the students, faculty, and other administrators to keep making statements on public issues." He qualified this statement by saying that he was discouraged by the faculty's lack of making statements on non-educational issues when they were acting in concert and in their official capacity. In other words, voting on such issues might be discouraged.

Drushal pointed to the recent resolution taken by Campus Council condemning President Nixon's stepping up of hostilities in Southeast Asia as an example of the type of action which should not be initiated by the administration of a college.

The man upstairs.

Drushal Outlines President's Role

"The major role of a college administration is to maintain a forum where ideas can be expressed freely and openly," said Dr. J. Garber Drushal, the President of the College, in a recent interview.

He said that numerous individuals and groups representing both the opposition to and the supporters of the war have requested that he take an official position in regard to this matter.

"I never take an official stand," he said. "If you refer me out of the game. As a faculty member and as an administrator, I made statements of my own opinion, but as a college president, I make none."

He felt that it was the job of the students and faculty to express their opinions in the open forum which the College provides. "My role is to see that this forum exists," said Dr. Drushal.

He mentioned that, along with eight other college presidents who recently sent a petition to all the current presidential candidates calling for an immediate end to the war.

However, he pointed out that he and the other men involved were careful to divorce this action from any official connections with their respective institutions. This was done in order to prevent their action from being construed as the official policy of the institutions which they administer.

With regard to the students, faculty, and other administrators, he said, "I encourage the students, faculty, and other administrators to make statements on public issues." He qualified this statement by saying that he was discouraged by the faculty's lack of making statements on non-educational issues when they were acting in concert and in their official capacity. In other words, voting on such issues might be discouraged.

Drushal pointed to the recent resolution taken by Campus Council condemning President Nixon's stepping up of hostilities in Southeast Asia as an example of the type of action which should not be initiated by the administration of a college.

The Judicial Board is misunderstood

by G. W. Fiorellois

The College Judicial Board (JB) is "a very misunderstood body," claimed the chairman of the board, Skip Buckman and active board member Carlos Hirschfeld, both juniors.

"In the two years that I have been on the JB no student has been expelled," said Buckman. Hirschfeld had added, "the JB is really a fair board" and further commented "we are not a prosecution agency." It was also mentioned that if a student did not wish to confront the Board, they could present their case to the three Deans.

Buckman stated that the word "Punishment" should be substituted by "Educational Penalty", and that the students should understand that a monetary or purely physical "Punishment" are not meaningful or helpful. "Beginning last spring 'Punishments' have been unique with each case. Their intent has been rehabilitative rather than punitive," Hirschfeld contended.

Responding to a letter from President Drushal, Campus Council reaffirmed their September decision to expand the Grievance Panel into the Human Relations Commission (HRC), with the motion including a commitment to emphatically communicate Council's action.

Drushal's letter to the HRC was written in response to the Commission's "Statement of Human Relations Goals and Action." Many Council members interpreted the tone of the letter as discrediting displays of the broad virtues of the HRC. If the HRC acted solely in an advisory capacity, his letter said, "it could be done in another manner at less cost.

Interpreting Drushal's letter, Ronald J. Jones, HRC chairman, felt the president was saying the HRC was "tied up in something that's not its concern." Glenn Bucher agreed, saying that president still conceives of the HRC as a grievance panel. "This function," he said, "was rethought and planned in a lesser status.

Jones feels that "The Commission has no authority, therefore it cannot be an effective grievance panel. Blacks will be left in the group that "can only talk but can't act," he added.

A motion seeking independence of the HRC was defeated in a 5-6 vote.

Judicial Board is understandably

by G. W. Fiorellois

The College Judicial Board (JB) is "a very misunderstood body," claimed the chairman of the board, Skip Buckman and active board member Carlos Hirschfeld, both juniors.

"In the two years that I have been on the JB no student has been expelled," said Buckman. Hirschfeld had added, "the JB is really a fair board" and further commented "we are not a prosecution agency." It was also mentioned that if a student did not wish to confront the Board, they could present their case to the three Deans.

Buckman stated that the word "Punishment" should be substituted by "Educational Penalty", and that the students should understand that a monetary or purely physical "Punishment" are not meaningful or helpful. "Beginning last spring 'Punishments' have been unique with each case. Their intent has been rehabilitative rather than punitive," Hirschfeld contended.

The Judicial Board is to "Protect the rights of the students," said Buckman. Both members agreed that "nobody's rights should be stepped on and if there is that feeling, the Board will try and solve the problem." The JB deals primarily with violations against one's "personality and self-respect", the "respect for the rights and concerns of others", and the "respect for the property and functions of the College" as stated in the Preamble of the Code of Conduct. The Board also deals with the inter-section and inter-domain of conduct.

The Board handles many different kinds of problems in a year. Usually two or three cases are tried before the board each quarter. The Board only handles those cases which cannot be fairly judged by the Deans. Buckman feels that "the small councils are pretty effective, because of friends on those councils the problems are handled over to the JB" added Hirschfeld.

Mr. King is the Board's advisor. There are two Deans, one secretary, eight students, four faculty, two Hearing Councils and two Referees. The two Hearing Councils are Doug Stafford and Wendy Jacobs, both juniors. Tim Magee and John Brown, seniors. Buckman strongly urged that the students contact the Referees if they witness a violation of the Code of Academic Integrity and contact the Hearing Council if there has been a violation of the Code of Conduct.

Drushal will refer the ban on recruitment to the Executive Committee of the Board of Trustees, but would permit the Proprietors. Regarding SYLC's endeavors, Drushal said that the Trustee's Finance Committee expects to have a report on the morality of investment for the June meeting of the Board.

The 1972-73 Council budget was adopted after the subcommittee after the debate. The Council was not. Council has projected programs an overdraft of $46,500. Of this $46,500 is allocated for organizations, $10,840 for expenses, leaving a $29,960 unallocated balance.

LCB Chairman Ron Wilcox, as a member of Council, moved that $5,000 be added to LCB's budget which would continued on page six

Committee Accepts Applications

The General Assembly Special Sub-committee on Selections and Polling has opened application for membership on 13 committees and boards.

Chairman John Richard Kielbowicz noted that the first step in forming a list of committees to the student body with a brief description of each, had been taken. From here, he said, the Committee will arrange interviews with applicants for each position and make recommendations to the General Assembly based on these interviews.

He urged students to read committee descriptions and complete an application, returning it to Lowey Center front desk by May 24. Many of the committees, for example the Judicial Board, have a significant role in the community's operation. Each Board meets weekly with Campus Council, trying several types of cases with the authority to impose penalties.

Kielbowicz said "the variety of available groups should contain a committee interesting most students." The predominant number of groups are for the student organizations.

The groups with openings are: Judicial Board, Publications Committee, Human Relations Commission, Alumni Committee, Freshman Orientation Committee, Students, Scott's Key, Domitory Programs Committee, Academic Standards, Galpin Prizes, Honorary Degrees, Educational Committee and Admissions.
The Editor, The Cleveland Plain Dealer 1801 Superior Avenue N.E. 44114  

Dear Sir:  

A universal feature of American newspaper readers is the readers’ forum or letters-to-the-editor department. A reading of this section provides a barometer of the feelings of our citizens. It seems that every major local newspaper is affected by the current or upcoming election. I was glad to see the Plain Dealer print a letter against the banning of escalators, on the April 16th issue, but this followed a virtual silence on anti-war letters that have come in for some time. I have asked the P.D. on several occasions why my letters against the war were not printed. Your letter was “illogical.” I was told about a letter in which I pointed out the difference between Africa and Vietnam.  

I know everyone is wondering, “What is he talking about? Well, for all those who think “the Hanks” fly sheets about some serious business, ‘tis a joke. I am telling you about my experience on the campus, or you think of them as a joke also? There is no way you can justify the name-calling as overt. This incident could give our generation to believe this campus will never change. I say this because I see too many people here who are saturated with political party at the expense of their own parents. The following letter is in a poem format, which is a different way of expressing feelings.  

---

The Joker’s Gone Too Far!  

by Michael D. Coster  

On Tuesday, May 15th, I had a very enjoyable after-noon... I spent one hour talking and looking, with two art majors, at the various art works which hang in the student union. I missed the opening reception for the 1972 Senior Independent Studies Show, but I felt that I should attempt to make sense out of the works of art that are exhibiting artists, before writing this article. Susan Morgan, a student of art history and theory, was kind enough to meet and talk with me about the works and themselves. Both Susan and Jim fascinated me with their openness and creative intelligence. As an art major myself, I find it very difficult to discuss the ‘whys’ and ‘hows’ of my work, so I hope I can convey to you some of the depth that is portrayed in the exhibitions without getting too “heavy”.  

Jim Taylor has combined many various mediums such as crayons, pen and ink, and collage technique to achieve a mysterious, yet obvious exploration of his inner and outer self. It’s for me to say what he has found but rather only to feel something inside that speaks to me as an observer-participant, and this did.  

Susan Morgan has explored also, but in a distinctly different manner. Unlike Jim’s pieces which had a form of verbal communication, Susan has expressed herself through a delicate sense of creativity. She has used charcoal and ink to present some very exhilarating designs. Both Susan and Jim were very quiet but easily understood.  

The entire exhibition is tiresome and gives your attention and in return it’s sure to have you long for more. The exhibitors along with Susan and Jim include: Charles Carnahart, Nancy A. Sarler, Jane Reif, Mary Chatkoff, Polly Carlson, Sally Ham, and Nancy Rosser.
March on Washington Called

Self-supporting since leaving Decatur, Alabama, at age 15, Robert Robinson, 23, and Mr. Robinson was Cleveland's most prominent black milli-
tant a few years ago. There was a confrontation in- volving a black militant, but it looked as if Robinson was in the fore-
ground. They were black men in America, the Freedom Fighters, Inc., a non-passive Civil Rights Group. National Civil Rights Gun Club. He was director of J.F. K. House, an Afro-American Nationalist Center.

In 1968 he was falsely ac-
cused of 'tumouiring' the Hough riots. Presently di-
rector of a job training program in Atlanta, Robinson has been assistant director of a Hough's Anti Development Cor-
poration, an O.E.G. affiliate that is giving the first black owned enclosed mall

Author of a soaring auto-
biography, "Making of a Man", a 33-year-old Negro, Mr. Robinson gives a self-port-
rait of a year by year analysis of the Negro who escapes from the obvious racism of Alabama to the more subtle racism of Cleveland in Cleveland and Boston. U.P.I. retains the rights, in commenting on the book, written and published in 1968, only recently have been written in recent years about what it's like to be a Negro in America. This is one of the best. In-
honesty, sensitivity, compassion and drama, I would rate it at least the equal of Eldridge Cleaver's best-
neller, "Sooul on Ice"

The book has been re-
commended as a study guide by the Human Relations Com-
mittee of the Cleveland Wo-
men United. It is also used as a text in the National Western Reserve, Cleveland Community College, Uni-
vities of California, Pitts-
burgh and Ohio.

"House Divided and black lynching"; "Black rebel in a black army"; "I get beat up by a black cop"; "I am ready but the white sin are the Center, of the chapter headings. His book is a reminder that the U.S. has not yet come near to attaining racial equality, and that black militants' discussions are not yet solv- ed... He will be asked to establish himself and other blacks as independent human beings" has just begun.
With Friends Like...

"We have not the enemy and they are us."

-- Pogo

Some time ago, the VOICE ran an editorial critiquing the American Government to keep the archaic policy of containment alive. But, in fact, the internal dilemma of Vietnam has very little to do with the concerns of the majority of Americans. Thus, for most of us, the whole question of the U.S. involvement with this country hangs like a cloud in the sky. Similarly it does not matter what Americans think about this War. It matters only what the government thinks and what the government decides because it is the government's War. The American people were served the determining factor in the equation of escalation and continued U.S. involvement. The resulting apathetic indifference that this country is immersed in, is now woven into inability to do anything about a cloud that now begins to cover the sky. After all, what can anyone do about a cloud? Besides there are so many of them.

This is where our attention should center. Americans have to become more aware of the huge gap between themselves and the government. This is not a gap of very little being removed so that we can ourselves. The Viet Nam War is a far distant but obvious reality and continued indifference and apathy only allows the situation to become cancerous.

"If it's an atoll?" Is Nixon an emperor? Have the gods sent Viet Nam to punish us for our mechanized, specialized void of society? Is this world still real? How should we eat? The point of this article is to ask people to take a second look at what they can do. Many people, immediately assume that there is little that can be done. But elections are near. Write your Congressman. Write your Senator. Vote. Get out and help. Make your presence known on this issue. Make this election count. Close this Gap.

Smilin' Faces: Sometimes They Don't Hurt

by Choc

People are strange
When you're a stranger
Faces look ugly
When you're unknown

In a continuing quest to break down the I-It relationships on this campus, ("It's a Buberman for a person who performs in an I-It relationship - "It is a monkey for a person who performs in an I-It relationship") I am writing about somebody in hopes that she will become more than an abstract "Body to a whole lot of "A" who go to school here. A couple weeks ago I gave you Trish - not the sense of take it or leave it or even "Here I am, signed, sealed, delivered" but as an exciting, sensitive, "people" in the hope she'd be seen as above and beyond her function in the language lab. This week Joan Perry is in the One I'm bringing out.

The other day to the Lon Star Restaurant with pan of anonymity: an Other Face, Body, Homo Sapiens, Out from under the - When you're strange.

In to the Wooster family, (which, due to self-fulfilled prophet(s)is/tie) is rapidly becoming a myth. In to the Status of I - Thou: Personal to personal. For Joan is some One. More than the person who marks your card each week to verify that you've picked up (your lines) after asking you if its "regular" or "special" you need.

She's someone who came to Wooster not just because a job is a job is a job, but because she enjoys students and wanted to work in a place that offered contact with "Us".

"I would say the majority of people here are very nice." Ms. Perry states and in the golden rule she tries her best to "handle things fairly in behalf of the student.

What emerges from the Perry Profile is a woman who does her work: "It has broadened my mind, my life isn't so self centered," and she adds, "I still have time to take out and listen to some wonderful music programs.

A woman who digs her city and the "feel at home" atmosphere it provides. A woman who digs her womanhood. "It’s a joy. You see things differently than men do." She's a Country Western music fan, a Citizens Band (2 way) "radios", her "favor" food is dessert ("which I don't need") and she drinks ice tea minus lemon. She can even tolerate Adrian Michigan (my home town), with its manic drivers and one way streets.

But there is one thing Ms. Perry doesn't enjoy. "At the beginning of the year some of the students come and say "Oh what, a non-thing, or even smile." Who can deal with the weaponry, the sounds of silence of the I - It? Joan Perry is someone who is learning how: "I feel by even saying 'hi, how are you' and a 'thank you' as (they the students) leave the dept, lets them know away from home that life is better here and someone still cares.

Ms. Perrys views on "Hair" is right that its easy to be hard but Joan is not giving up. She has memorized and learned the names of over half the kids in linen service (sometimes with great difficulty - just ask Wes Dumas). And she had a lot to share with those who knew. Eg: It might play the SGA campaign committee to discuss her experiences on the National Hiking and Camping Campventions. And if you can't get to see Joan, her husband Don is a custodian for Kenan. (The Wooster family strikes again.)

What I'm saying is the Supremes are right: "It's Time to take Time and breakdown your "Put away your sad songs and "c'mon lady. Stop screaming. Think of this as living theatre, bringing art to the people."
To Bomb Or Not To Bomb: Washington Debate

By Jack Anderson

WASHINGTON—There was a hot backstage debate over the bombing of the Hanoi-Haiphong area. The Central Intelligence Agency, which thinks the bombing would not affect the battle. The CIA criticized the armed forces for emphasizing the numbers of tanks and trucks available to North Vietnamese air raids. It's not the equipment that's destroyed, the CIA said, but the equipment that gets through which is significant. The Joint Chiefs of Staff contended that the North Vietnamese are getting enough equipment to maintain the offensive.

This was disputed by the Joint Chiefs who pointed out that the Hanoi-Haiphong area was loaded with tank and truck parts and petroleum stocks. These were vital, the Joint Chiefs insisted, for the continuing conventional warfare that Hanoi has now launched. Secretary of Defense Mel Laird sided with the CIA over the Joint Chiefs of Staff. He argued in the policy council that the stockpile along the DMZ had no military significance. But he insisted that their destruction would have little effect on the battle for several months.

He agreed with the CIA that the North Vietnamese already have enough supplies at the front to continue the offensive until new tanks and trucks can be shipped in from the bigodega in China. These will no longer be parked out in the open, he suggested, but will be moved to the front with great speed.

KISSINGER AND COMPANY

The North Vietnamese bombing has been directed by the President but it is directed by the Secret Washington Special Action Group, which foreign policy czar Henry Kissinger runs with an iron hand.

The recommendations come from the field, which further targets suggestions to the Pacific Command. In Honolulu, Admiral John McCain, the Pacific Command, reviews the requests for air strikes, selecting the most strategic intelligence from the Central Intelligence Agency, the National Intelligence Agency and National Security Agency.

His recommendations are forwarded to the Joint Chiefs of Staff. This committee then permits him to Secretary of Defense Mel Laird. Laird has authority to authorize the more routine North Vietnamese raids with out consulting the White House. But all the sensitive decisions are reserved for Kissinger and company. Intelligence reports show that the North Vietnamese have been preparing for the invasion of South Vietnam by attacking our own positions at major cities just north of the demilitarized zone.

Each site has four to five missile launchers which fired unguided missiles at our attacking planes. The barrage was directed more against our troops than over Hanoi and Haiphong where only 12 missile sites are located. Yet, previously, these sites have been considered the best air defenses anywhere in the world.

Returning our pilots also reported that the crews along the DMZ are effective in the area. This has led to suspicion that Soviet advisors may have been directing the missile crews. There has been moaning in the area, however, of this speculation.

ARMY'S A DRUG SOURCE

A new report by the Army Ordnance Command reveals yet another aspect of the Army's slaming dependence on the illegal drug trade. The report lists the illicit drugs used by GIs and the amount of druggest obtained from Army hospitals and pharmacies. These wholesale sales are facilitated, according to the memo, by the Army's poor inventory control.

The military has had a monumental drug problem for years, but only in recent months has the brass had it admitted. They have said little, however, about where soldiers get drugs. One source is the Army itself. Here are two examples:

Some $134,000 worth of dope was recently admitted by the Army hospital at Fort Campbell, Ky. Two civilians have been indicted in the case.

Last year, a nurse at the Kensington Army Hospital, Fort Meade, Md., made off with nearly 20,000 milligrams of demerol. She covered her tracks by falsifying drug records. She was later discovered and discharged.

Just last February, the Army found 15,000 pills and capsules missing from a dispensary at Vint Hill Farms Station in Virginia. This theft is particularly astounding because the Vint Hill Farms Station is known as the Army security post. The brass has been notoriously unwilling not examining the case.

These and similar incidents according to the confidential memo "reveal unsatisfactory inventory control practices and procedures." The Department of the Army will look into the situation, adds "can ill afford the loss of its narcotics, and drugs, and medical practice to the 'licit,'" according to the memo.

ARMY NOTES

The Pentagon has relayed proposals to Hanoi from the high command in Saigon to play down the American combat role in the present fighting. American authorities in Saigon have gone so far as to threaten American correspondents with discreditation if they poke too deeply behind the official handout.

President Nixon has told subordinates in the South Vietnamese army should be in danger of collapse, he would not hesitate to pull out of American Marine to destroy the 95,000 US support troops still in Vietnam. The Marines on Okinawa are the key to the combat alert — just in case.

The National pressuring the White House to stage commando raids on the North. The plans call for a special style forays across the North Vietnamese coast to knock out American communications, supply and staging centers.

Editor's note: The Student Government Association (SGA) is now considering the following revisions of their Constitution. Because these changes were made after the Associated Student Body approved the SGA constitution, they were only considered amendments and altered the constitution passed by the General Assembly on Tuesday, May 23 in Waterman Lecture Room 7 at 7 p.m. All excerpts or paraphrases of the revised Constitution are set in roman type; proposals are italicized. Article and section numbering corresponds to the newly-edited printed version.

The Scott's Key contains the entire existing Constitution.

PREAMBLE (Would completely replace the old if adopted)

We, the students of the College of Wooster, affirm and assert that we shall be representatives of this country, the advances in the world, and the nation in a sovereign democratic assembly of our choosing. We recognize that a responsive governmental institution that acts with temporal upon the will of the people, one that commits itself to goods in the education process. While we disagree with the democratic member that such government is founded upon student interest campus affairs. If this implies no definite decision making power of the student and representatives those concerns, we further recognize that democratic government is founded upon a tolerance the polity is a collective of the people. So then, as we have opportunity, let us do all to good man, affirming ourselves the efficiency of government by, for and the people.

STUDENT SENATE BY-LAWS

3. Legislation

a. Any proposed Constitution would require any requests for allocations to be directed through the SGA Treasury at least 48 hours prior to the Senate meeting.

4. Standing Committees

a. Non-Standing Committees:
   1. Any committee which is to meet formally with members of the faculty, administration, or student body, shall be an ad hoc committee. (adding in the proposal) or by the Student Senate.

5. The Student Senate (Has three more representatives than the existing General Assembly, which has 48.)

6. There will be an annual meeting, which will have representative footnotes about as follows: (Only changes between current and proposed Constitution are noted.)

   a. GSA (the proposed Senate) shall have representational duties as number two, lower representative the to three. (The following house houses were added to the GSA and their own representation:)

   1. Goose-Kieffer, creating one representative.

   2. Myers, creating one representative.

   11. Kissinger and company.

   12. Peace, creating one representative.

   13. West-Scott, creating one representative.

   14. Lewis-Bechtel, creating one representative.

   15. Rapoport, creating one representative.

   16. Miller Manor, creating one representative.

   17. Hart-Slater, creating one representative.

   18. Biggs, creating one representative.

   19. Coburn, creating one representative.

8. Added in its entirety: These by-laws may be suspended or amended by a majority approval of the active Senate.

ARTICLE I: CABINET

2. The Cabinet as a unit shall: (next two provisions added in the proposal)

   d. Arbitrate any Senate recommendation or appropriation which received two Senate vetoes from the President.

   e. While both representatives of the Senate on Senate formulate recommendations to be presented to Senate board on student opinion.

3. OFFICERS and members listed below under sections a, b are elections.

   a. The duties of the President shall be:

   b. The duties of the VP of SGA shall be:

   c. The duties of the members-at-large of the Senate shall be:

   d. To be responsible to an ad-hoc sub-committee of the Senate.

   e. A vacancy in the Presidency shall be filled by the VP of SGA rather than a Senate member-at-large.

ARTICLE II: STUDENT SENATE (COMPLETELY repeals the present Constitution. Also covers the SA Senate in the proposed Constitution. Also includes the full responsibilities and general responsibilities under the SGA.)

3. The new Senate situation adds to the powers of the Senate:

   a. To take part in the formulation of any policies as the Senate.

   c. To supervise the evaluation and innovation of existing policies.

   d. To adopt, if the Senate will be given these additional powers:

   e. To appropriate funds to any student or student group which files an application through the treasurer of SGA. Furthermore, the Senate will be required to seek a majority of the Senate members present approval.

continued on page six
More Than Music Was Blown In The Wind

By Randy Powers

The Ohio University Folk Festival. More appropriately the Anti-War Songwriters Festival. There were more folks than festival, and more folks than folk singing combined. I didn’t know what to call it, so I allowed it to be called a town with 20,000 students, plus visitors, where 77 students had been arrested (for occupying the ROTC building) and the latest Vietnamese invasion.

Leaving Wooster, we passed two O.W. students standing on Liberty with anti-war signs, and I knew that it was there, or somewhere like that, that I’d have to stop. I arrived at the five-hundred students on Saturday night, 200 at the March on Wednesday, about 50 at the vigil, and now, Friday, only two. That says a lot. Oh to Southern Ohio. A real “give a damn” attitude right next to it. Beautiful sunshiny day, lots of tall meadow hills. Bims with “Mail Pouch-Treat Yourself to the Highest Quality Cigarettes” and I thought that, with a few seconds off, I could burn Vietnam, and I couldn’t even comprehend planes and bombs and missiles and fear being all around. But that really brought it home to me. Yes, I’m one of those million or so who only thinks about it, which is why it all goes on.

At the Ohio, The Festival Program opened with “The Student Governing Board Declares a Strike Against: Apathy CIA Snipers, Mafia Smack.” The Student Governing Board is losing. The O.U. grapevine has it that the CIA is supplying various groups (very strong vigilantes—not to be confused with lvy) to the various protest groups. Very effective, though the arrests probably help too. Anyhow, the “Festival” was held inside, with maybe eight thousand people attending.

Friday night—Townees van Zandt, Eric Anderson, Sean Riney, Harsing Hartford, and Tom Rush. Saturday night—Alex Bevan, John Hammoon, Arlo Guthrie, The Eirenaggs, Revue, and Mary Travers. Some really fine music, and not much else. Maybe the people appropriately named Lost John, lost it right away with “No more just a front for a clean festi- val.” Then, I’ve got this great guy, who I think might poop here to drop on you.” (Translated—an announcement).

Friday night, general confusion and when the crowd wouldn’t let him make an announcement, “This is important. How would you like if your mother was dead?” The little, crowd, pretty uniform-

Who Made The Salad

by Boston

Some things tend to bum me out. Like tonight at dinner. First of all, I would like to say that through all the B.S. of filling-out I.O.U. cards, (which defy logic: the purpose of an I.D. card is to identify the person who is entitled to food service, if he doesn’t have his I.D., then, supposedly, he cannot be recognized as a subsciber to Food Service and therefore must pay the price of an I.O.U. card, and Food Service will bill him! In other words Food Service trust him enough to identify him self, but whereas they don’t do his enough to identify himself as one who is entitled to fill out an I.O.U.) through all the “drops” of grease on the juicer cheeseburger, through all the other advantages of our Food Service, I have remained semi-pro-Food Service in the face of opposition—

Thursday (May 1st) was the last straw! It was the last straw! (the one that broke the camel’s back) and will probably be served all next week as a camel
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A super athlete was arrested last week. He was protesting his own country's decision to mine the harbors of North Vietnam.

This athlete's name is Bill Walton. Maybe I need not mention a month earlier this same Bill Walton led his college basketball team, the UCLA Bruins, to a perfect season and the NCAA championship. Maybe I need not add Bill Walton, All-American center, is the No. 1 big man in college ball. Maybe I need not throw in Bill Walton, the most talked about player this past season, is already being compared to the greatest in basketball, men like Bill Russell, Wilt Chamberlain, and his predecessor on the Bruins, Kareem Abdul-Jabbar.

For Bill Walton is much more than a great star. He is a great human being or at least it looks like he is on his way to becoming one. He is disturbed and concerned with the world around him. And he has enough courage to stand up for what he believes.

Vietnam is not all that upsets Bill Walton. He is compassionately aware of poverty and famine around the world. His eyes were opened to this in Italy and Yugoslavia when he toured with an AAU team in Europe.

His eyes are also open to racial injustice in America today. He has taken a course in Afro-American studies. "I don't blame the blacks for hating the whites," he says. "They've gotten such a raw deal for so long." Black teammates see Bill Walton as a blue-eyed brother. Opponents such as Ed Ratliff see his fellowship. Before the NCAA tournament games at Long Beach State, Utah, and Ed, probably the 2 best players in the country, stood midcourt. They laughed, talked, and clasped hands, wrists, and arms.

Bill's father has led his son on the right path in life. His father is a district chief for the San Diego Department of Public Welfare and has long been concerned with the rights of the underprivileged. Working with some 15,000 welfare cases a year, Bill Walton's father gets involved personally in some cases. This father can be given a lot of credit for the way his son is involved.

On the basketball court and off, Bill Walton is an unselfish team player. He is the kind of man when he says: "It hurts me when people talk as if I'm the only player on the team. I wish sportswriters wouldn't ask me anything personally at all. I would like to see them get the whole team together to talk. I don't like to be singled out as an individual because we don't play as individuals, we play as a team."

To those individuals who believe they have the right to regulate how another lives, Bill Walton has this to say: "Everybody expects me to be a certain way. They have their idea of what a college player should be like - short hair and all that but I'm not like that. I'm myself. I love long hair. When I'm on the court I would let it wear it as long as we like to have it. Some people would really be surprised. They think the UCLA team is a bunch of all-American boy types, but we're really not. I'm trying to have fun in life and not worry about what other people think."

But Bill Walton is worrying about what is happening to his fellow man, whether others are or not. And he is doing something about it.

Some athletes are so wrapped up in their own jock straps, they can't see beyond the locker room.

That is not so with Bill Walton, superstar and conscientious human being.
Dye Leads Hitters

College of Wooster baseball coach Roger Welsh chooses his words carefully and when he speaks they carry some authority. This is the way he describes Doug Dye, his stalwart centerfielder: "There is no question in my mind that Doug is the most valuable player in the Ohio Conference. He can do anything and everything, including pitch. He has a major league arm and range in the field, is easily the best baserunner I've seen in college ball, and is a solid .400 hitter."

Dye came to Wooster from nearby West Holmes high school where he achieved all-Ohio recognition. For four years, he was 33 against 5 losses on the mound and hit .430.

At Wooster he led the Scots' hitting brigade in both his freshman and sophomore years, and was selected as the team's Most Valuable Player last season. He has already rewritten the Wooster record book with one of his most impressive accomplishments being 18 steals in 20 attempts in 1971.

He was an all-Ohio Conference selection last year, led the loop in runs scored and was runnerup in batting average and hits.